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Origami (æŠ˜ã‚Šç´™, from ori meaning "folding", and kami meaning "paper" (kami changes to gami due to
rendaku)) is the art of paper folding, which is often associated with Japanese culture. In modern usage, the
word "origami" is used as an inclusive term for all folding practices, regardless of their culture of origin. The
goal is to transform a flat square sheet of paper into a finished ...
Origami - Wikipedia
The ultimate website for anything and everything related to paper folding. Learn how to make origami with
free instructions, videos, diagrams & more
Origami.me - Learn Paper Folding, Free Instructions & More!
Origami paper is used to fold origami, the art of paper folding.The only real requirement of the folding medium
is that it must be able to hold a crease, but should ideally also be thinner than regular paper for convenience
when multiple folds over the same small paper area are required (e.g. such as would be the case if creating
an origami bird's "legs", "feet", and "beak").
Origami paper - Wikipedia
Step by Step diagrams are probably the most popular and easiest to follow way to show how to fold things
out of paper. Trying to find good origami instructions on the Internet can be a lot of work though.
Free Origami Instructions & Diagrams - Learn How to Make
When you say "origami", most people immediately envision the paper crane. This stylized paper-bird is
synonymous with the ancient art of paper folding.
Origami Paper Crane - Origami Resource Center
Scroll down for the full list of Origami Instructions on Origami-Fun.com! Just click on the link to see the
diagram instructions or download a printable pdf.
Origami Instructions - origami-fun.com
Many, many people have been wanting to show off their origami creations, so I made this page so you can do
just that! If you have made an origami model, or designed a diagram, or given an origami gift, or organised an
origami event... or done anything to do with origami at all... tell us about it, we would love to know!
Origami Creations - origami-fun.com
Diagram for an 8-pointed modular origami star, Mandala Carla, designed by Maria Sinayskaya. Folded with 8
rectangular sheets of paper, without glue.
Origami Mandala Carla by Maria Sinayskaya â€” Diagram | Go
I am teaching a week-long intensive paper engineering course this summer (July 23-28) at the International
Summer School, taking place in the UNESCO World Heritage site Bauhaus Denkmal Bundesschule Bernau
(DE).
Origami Tessellations â€“ Fantastic Paper Geometry
Welcome to Origami USA. We are the American national society devoted to origami, the art of paperfolding.
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Origami is for anyone, anywhere, any time!
OrigamiUSA
Paper crafts of SuperColoring are not only about making easy paper folding planes. Enjoy learning how to do
origami, cut out paper dolls, create your own scrapbook decorating it with printable stickers and notes or
make handmade gift boxes with do-it-yourself notes.
Origami Butterfly Template | Free Printable Papercraft
We began offering this content in 1997 and enjoyed a loyal following, but the Yamaha Paper Crafts website
officially closed on September 30, 2018.
Paper Crafts (origami) - Paper Crafts(Origami) | Yamaha
The origami cube is a cube you can fold from a square sheet of paper. Another name is water bomb.
Origami Cube - Mathematische Basteleien
Oriland is a fantastic paper world filled with designs made in the technique of Origami. You will be impressed
by what can be made from paper without glue and scissors! Oriland Kingdoms is an Internet-embodiment of
the exhibition 'Oriland' made by origami-artists Yuri and Katrin Shumakov from more than 20.000 squares
and rectangles of paper.
ORILAND - Origami Romantic Hearts
Paper crafts of SuperColoring are not only about making easy paper folding planes. Enjoy learning how to do
origami, cut out paper dolls, create your own scrapbook decorating it with printable stickers and notes or
make handmade gift boxes with do-it-yourself notes.
Make Your Own Kaleidocycle and Color Origami Template
Money Origami, Flower Edition: 10 Different Ways to Fold a Dollar Bill into a Blossoming Bloom
Money Origami, Flower Edition: 10 Different Ways to Fold a
Origami tarkoittaa japanilaista paperintaittelua ja sen tuloksena syntynyttÃ¤ paperiesinettÃ¤. Origami liittyy
vahvasti japanilaiseen kulttuuriin, mutta nykyisin origami on kansainvÃ¤linen harrastus, joka jatkaa
kehitystÃ¤Ã¤n japanilaisten ja lÃ¤nsimaalaisten vaikutusten sulautuessa yhteen.
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